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National Solidarity Forum (NSF) is a national level platform of 53 organisations and activists, media persons, researchers, legal experts, film makers, artists, writers and scientists, emerged after Kandhamal violence, working for justice to victims of organized violence. It was formed in May 2010 and it also actively participated in preparing a Joint Stakeholders’ Report in view of India’s Second Universal Periodic Review in 2011-12 on Freedom of Religion.

The National Solidarity Forum (NSF) has organized five Regional Consultation Workshops at Mumbai, Hyderabad, Calicut, Raipur & Bhubaneswar and one National Consultation Workshop at New Delhi, with the purpose to deliberate on the situation and develop a Stake Holders’ Report on Freedom of Thought and Expression and submit it to the United Nations Human Rights Council in view of forthcoming Universal Periodic Review (UPR) of India scheduled to be held in May, 2017.

For list of organizations and individuals endorsed the Joint Stakeholders’ Report, please see footnote 1

1 List of Organization/Individuals who have Endorsed to the Joint Stakeholders’ Report on Freedom of Belief, Thought and Expression

Key Contact Persons:
Mr. Dhirendra Panda, Coordinator, National Solidarity Forum, VM-491, Sailashree Vihar, Bhubaneswar-21, Odisha, India
Email ID: dhirendrapanda@gmail.com, Cell: +91 9437385757, Skype: dhirendra_panda

1. Fr. Ajay Kumar Singh, Orissa Forum for Social Action, Odisha
2. Dr. Ram Puniyani, Convener, National Solidarity Forum, Mumbai, Maharashtra
3. Dr. John Doyal, All India Christian Council, Delhi
4. Mr. Henri Tiphagne, Executive Director, People’s Watch, Madurai, Tamil Nadu
5. Mr. Baghambar Pattanayak, Member, NGO Advisory Committee, National Human Rights Commission, Odisha
6. Advocate Irfan Engineer, All India Secular Forum, Mumbai, Maharashtra
7. Ms. Neha Dabhade, CSSS, Mumbai, Maharashtra
9. Fr. Sebastian Poomattam, INAG Chhattisgarh, Chhattisgarh Mahila Jagriti Sangathan, email dearsaby48@gmail.com
10. Adikanda Singh, Advocacy Coordinator, DAAA / NCDHR, Delhi
11. Advocate Ram Krishna Jangdey, Chief Coordinator - SC ST OBC & Minorities United Front, Chhattisgarh
12. Advocate Dhan Singh Dhurve, State President - Chhattisgarh / National Adiwasi People’s Federation
13. Advocate Bhanjan Jangdey, Coordinator - Social Justice Forum, Raipur, Chhattisgarh
14. Fr. Manoranjan Singh from Catholic Church Mondasore, Kandhamal Odisha
15. Thomas Pallithanam, People’s Action For Rural Awakening, Hyderabad, Telengana
16. Rajesh Gardia, Pastor of Baptist Church Raipur, Publisher and Editor of a bi-monthly magazine "Hriday Sparshi", President of United pastors fellowship Raipur.

17. Akhilesh Edgar, Alliance Defending Freedom India (ADF India), Raipur, Chhattisgarh
18. Sr. Neha csj, Delhi
19. A.C. Michael, Delhi
20. Sr. Rabancy, Delhi
21. Arre Vargie, Delhi
22. Surender Punhal, Delhi
23. Meha Khanduri, National Co-ordinator, Working Group On Human Rights in India & UN
24. Loreign Ovung, Delhi
25. Shalevaun Haslul, Delhi
26. Denzil Fernandez, Delhi
27. Ambroz Paul Sj, Delhi
28. John Animesh Gomes, Delhi
29. Oliva Kerktetta, BBSR
30. Tilottoma Nayak, BBSR
31. Narendra Mohanty, INSAF, 9437426647, Narendra.kandhamal@gmail.com
32. Mahendra Parida, 9437106174, mahendraccrc@gmail.com
33. Hrusikesh sadangi, 8763914780, hrusikeshram@gmail.com
34. Saila Behera, VASUNDHARA, 9437297914, sailabehera@yahoo.com, sailabehera@gmail.com
35. Tapan Padhi, 9437635267, Liontapanpadhi@gmail.com
36. Prakash Mohanty, Secondary School Teachers Association, 8338895829, Gensecyossta@gmail.com
37. Durga Prasad, Malkangiri, 9437579339, Durgaharmony@rediffmail.com
38. Adv. Khiro Rout, 9438613203, Khirodroutadv@gmail.com
39. Lalita Missal, NAWO, 9437104599, Nawoodisha@gmail.com
40. Tapasi Praharaj, AIDWA, 9437271737, Tapasi64@gmail.com
41. Dr. K Anuradha, 9437125539, Folkschoolkoraput@gmail.com
42. Rumita Kundu, 9437738254, Rumitakundu2015@gmail.com
43. Sangram Mallik, Ambedkar Lhia Bichar Manch, 9437010664, Sangram_mallik@rediffmail.com
44. Ajay Singh, OROSA, 9437481805, Ajaysingho@gmail.com
45. Jugal Kishor Ranjit, 8895210713, Jugalkishore_ranjit@gmail.com, jugalkishore_ranjit@yahoo.com
46. Kisan Pattnaik,
47. Abhiram Mallick, ADIVASI HARIJAN UNAYAN PARISAD, 9437890720, Abhirammallick16@gmail.com
48. Nicholas Barla, IPFO, 8895921665, Nickybarla@gmail.com
49. Theophil Gomango, IPFO, 9438156315, Theophilous@rediffmail.com, theophilous2@gmail.com
50. Sala Marandi, 9178533133,
51. Fr. Dibya Pariccha, 8895725187, Parichhad@gmail.com
52. Gouranga Mohapatra, Health Initiative, 9437036305, Gourangamohapatra@gmail.com
53. Sudarshan Das, HDF, 9437020225, Sudarsan@hdf.org.in
54. Dr. Sricharan Behara, Independent Researcher, 9438013195, Sricharan.vasu@gmail.com
55. Pradeep Sahu, 9439459148,
56. Gadadhar Pradhan, 9861079131, Gadadharpradhan@gmail.com
57. Sankar Pani, Lawyer, 9437279278, Sankarprasadpani@gmail.com
58. Sandeep Pattnaik, NCAS, 8763210608, Sandeepkumar.pattnaik@gmail.com
59. Prasanta Paikray, PPSS, 9437571547, Prasantpaikray@gmail.com
60. Abhishek Kumar Das, VASTAV, A/P-Komna, Dist-Nabarangapur, 9661060665, Abhishek korissa@gmail.com
61. Murali Dhara Barad, BKS, Koraput, 9437848660, Murali.barad@gmail.com
62. Tapan Padhi, Mission Justice, Vim-435, Sailashree Vihar, Bhubaneswar-21, 9437635267, Childrightodisha@gmail.com
63. Biswanatha Patra, At-Mulakhamba, P.O-Damodarpur, P.S-Sukinda, Dist-Jajpur, 8457914334, Biswanathpatra@gmail.com
64. Amitabha Patra, Ward No-10, Bargarh, 8763324299, Amitabhpatra@gmail.com
65. Sarfraz Nawaz, CSFHR, 7205845375, Sarf786fraz@gmail.com
66. Suman Rani Tripathy, Bhubaneswar, 9437374266, Sumanranitripathy@gmail.com
67. Manjula Bara, Samagra Vikas, 8895824451, Baramanjula@gmail.com
68. Murali Dhara Patra, HRD, Kendujhar, 9583534385, Muralipatra1984@gmail.com
69. Sameer Tete, DAHAR, Sundergarh, 9861824244, Dahar.sng@gmail.com
70. Fr. Kulakanta Dandasena, Catholic Church, P.O-Gocha, Dist-Ganjam, 9863868354, Kulakanta@gmail.com
71. Jagat Kishore Samal, INSAF, 9438471479, Jagatsamal2009@gmail.com
72. Abinash Das, 9938583090, Abinashdas_100@rediffmail.com
73. Lalita Missal, NAWO, 9437104599, Nawo_orissa@rediffmail.com
74. S.B.A Tanwir, OMDC, 9437153704, Tanwirsyed@yahoo.com
75. Baby Nayak, OROSA, 8658444535, Baby.nayak20@gmail.com
76. Rajesh Jhankar, Journalist, 8895817812, Rajesh2fa8@gmail.com
77. Chakrachar Mallick, 9439567626,
78. Lambodar Takri, Video Volunteer, 8895005468, Lambodartakri@gmail.com
79. Bijayananda Singh, Secretary -SFDC, Berhampur, 9437828822, Bijayandasing@gmail.com
80. Manoj Sahani, C/o-Biswaajit Mishra, sikh Bazar, Cuttack, 9853908730, Manoj.sahani018@gmail.com
81. Sarasi Das, CSFHR, BBSR, 9583163597, Sarasidas31@yahoo.co.in
82. Rajeev Lochan Rathan, 9439133512, Rajeev.rathan@outlook.in
83. Bikram Digal, SWATI, 9439417999, Mrbikramdigalsw@gmail.com
84. Sandeep Pattanaik, NCAS, 8763210608, Sandeepkumar.pattanaik@gmail.com
85. Bishakha Bhana, NAWO, Ramgarh, Tulasipur, Cuttack, 9473705608, Bbhanajmail.com
86. Rasmi Ranjan Jena, Advocate, 9438532435, Rasmijena@gmail.com
87. Adikanda Singh, NCDHR, Odisha, 9437589618, Adikanda@ncdhr.org.in
88. Prafulla Samanta, 9437259005, Psamantara@rediffmail.com
89. Bipin Barik, Bipinbarik@gmail.com
90. Deme Oram, IPFO, Oraondeme@gmail.com